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New Ranking Shows Charlotte Trailing the Pack in Sustainability

Charlotte, NC— In a study conducted by the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) and commissioned by Siemens,Charlotte ranks the 20th out of the 27 largest cities in the US and Canada in terms of sustainability.  The studyassesses and compares each city on their performance and policies across nine categories – CO2 emissions,energy, land use, buildings, transport, water, waste, air quality and environmental governance.The categories closely mirror the ten categories outlined in the regional sustainability vision (Charlotte 2030: A
Sustainable Vision for Our Region) that new nonprofit Sustain Charlotte launched with Mayor Foxx,Commissioners Roberts and Dunlap, and other community leaders in October of last year.Sustain Charlotte founder and Executive Director Shannon Binns was not surprised by the results, “Our
organization exists to help address the fact that Charlotte is not yet a leader in sustainability compared to
other cities our size.  By educating and engaging citizens -- and our leaders -- on the solutions to our
sustainability challenges, we hope to have a positive impact on our national standing next time this study is
conducted, which is in the interest of us all.“Charlotte performed best in the categories of land use (9th) and water (9th) largely because of robust policies inboth areas according the study’s authors.  The city’s next best category was environmental governance, where itplaced 11th owing largely to its environmental action plan, which is one of the strongest in the Index.  However,the report noted, “one weakness in Charlotte is that residents do not enjoy the same level of access toinformation on the city's environmental performance and policies as in other cities.”
Across the other six categories, Charlotte placed in the bottom half of cities.  In particular, the study foundthat public transit supply in Charlotte is one of the lowest in the Index, as is the proportion of municipal wastethe city recycles.  Below are the primary reasons cited in the report for Charlotte’s low ranking in these sixcategories:
 On CO2 emissions (18th), the authors note, “the city has not set any CO2 reduction targets separatefrom national guidelines, and the city’s strategy for reducing greenhouse gas emissions falls behind theIndex leaders.”
 On energy (21st), Charlotte’s score “is hindered by omissions in the area of clean and efficient policies.It is one of only five cities in the Index that do not promote the use of green energy for businesses and

homes.”
 On buildings (25th), Charlotte was ranked close to last owing to the fact that “it has one of the lowestnumbers of Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)-certified buildings in the Index,with just 0.6 per 100,000 people, compared with the Index average of 6.4. The city’s score is further
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weighed down by the relative weakness of its buildings policies: it is one of just four cities that do not
require new buildings to meet energy efficiency standards.”

 On transportation (25th), Charlotte’s weakest category along with buildings, “having the third shortest
public transport network in the Index at just 0.09 miles per square mile of area, versus an Index average of
1.1 miles.  As a result only about three of every 100 workers use public transit, bicycles or go by foot in
Charlotte, which is, again, considerably lower than the Index average of 13%.”

 On waste (20th), Charlotte scored low due to its low recycling rate: “the city recycles just 12% of its
municipal waste versus an Index average of 26% -- the weakest performance among high-income cities.

 On air (16th), Charlotte’s was hurt for “not setting any specific air quality targets and for having above-average particulate matter emissions.”
About Sustain Charlotte
Sustain Charlotte is a nonprofit organization founded in 2010 that is helping to advance a region-wide
sustainability movement by serving as a catalyst for change. Our mission is to inspire, inform, and facilitate a
holistic and collaborative approach to building a vibrant and sustainable future for the entire Charlotte
metropolitan regio.n We envision a region that embraces sustainable development by giving equal consideration to
social equity, economic growth and environmental protection.
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